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What’s a mother, anyway

Samantha keeps picking up strays

Jordan and his dog amble up cement steps to Samantha’s kitchen door, slap things with hands and rangy tail, knock over milk cartons, jars of toothpicks, and mugs of steaming coffee.

Samantha shoos them away but never uses a hand fiercely, can’t stand the physical implementation of anger, having seen hands sometimes worked into fists coming at her too quickly.

Calling

For years, Samantha thinks about adopting a girl, almost a goddaughter, a Mary, until the Mary, she imagines, is either dead or on another path. She looks through old phone books and eventually finds a number that could work.

She takes a deep breath.

The first attempt yields nothing, just an empty ringing. She tries again in the evening, perhaps a little late, she thinks, as she glances at the phone book and back to the phone, her fingertips pressing buttons, her ringless fingers flabby, she notices.

Mary picks up after one ring, recognizes immediately Samantha’s voice, calls her Auntie Sam, calls her “godmother,” the way Sam has been imagining it. Sam, Sam, Marzipan. A food, it will turn out, they both love.

Samantha says: “Would you like to come here and see me?”

This girl could be a godsend; she’s neglected the children of the world.

Mary does something not fully articulate into the phone.

“If that meant yes, I’ll put a ticket in the mail.”

Mary’s Life

When she arrives, Mary explains that she once had a priestly father and a down-at-heel mother, a twin brother with perfect pitch, and a younger one who, even older, continued to drool.

“I eat in colors, throw up in rainbows.”
Marzipan

Samantha brings a small white paper bag of candy shapes that Mary prefers to look at until she’s overcome by the desire to taste them. By the end of the week, the small gaudily-colored sweets are gone.

Willing Herself Lost

Mary needs to be lost beyond the lost she is now, which is a lost of her own making.

She’s alternately obsessed and chasmed by want.

New Name

Mary asks Samantha to call her Amber.

Amber, she says to the girl as if in offering, but also in query, and too, a little delighted. Like the color or the gem? The amber that keeps old things new. But really, just the fact of its thingness. And that it’s not a saint. Right. Who wants to be named after a saint.

Because Samantha says it rhetorically, Amber trusts her. It’s the first stage in abandoning Mary.

Swimming

At first, Amber refuses to do anything but swim in a pool. Samantha lets her do what she wants; her wanting seems to cover so little in the world.

Each day, they gather their things and walk to the pool when the sun is highest.

Chew

Amber can’t keep her hands off Samantha’s objects, the things she’s collected, painted, sewn. Soon, Amber’s mixing food of every color. Samantha tells her to chew, to breathe between bites.

Worried?

The next thing you know, Samantha thinks, Amber will be pushing her hands through flour and water, making the dough ball of a pizza pie. Will Amber be selling pizza on Samantha’s quiet, tree-lined suburban street where, behind ordinary walls, children have epileptic fits, refuse to eat, throw tantrums and heavier things, with real weight?
Hurricane

The boy, Jordan, like a brother to Amber, almost a son to Samantha runs through, a hurricane, past the two of them, their arms in dough. He knocks over cans and jars, picks up the broken pieces, bloodies his fingers.

It’s not the first time Amber’s felt that quick stab—jealousy—and is eager to do something with it.

Collecting

How is it that Samantha, until now a collector of men, is gathering a collection of children?

The sudden awareness of the area near her heart is not exactly a flutter—it’s more like a tiny trapped animal.

What Amber can do

Amber waits easily, knowing that look will come. It does, and she’s off. Around a corner, down an alley where, for small change, she does what she can do.

Past Midnight

Samantha drives around looking for the girl (what’s her name?) but every girl looks like the one she’s aiming to find. This isn’t how she planned to spend her evening.

Is this what owning a house does to a person?

Smirking

*How can you do these things with men you don’t know?*
*But I do know them.*
*For five minutes before pulling out their penises and sucking?*

*It’s another kind of knowing.*

Samantha can’t help smirking.

Samantha, Trembling

Amber’s face has gained something that makes it more interesting but also harder to look at. The knowledge makes Samantha tremble. She needs a glass of water but isn’t sure she can get to the sink.
When Amber comes close with a glass, Samantha notices her plumped sore-looking lips, her reddened skin.

**Months later**

Samantha pulls a cigarette from her bag then realizes that she can’t light it here, in the hospital. She’s had abortions, but for years now there’s been no need.

Her abortions were sad and small, the embryos undergrown. But Amber’s baby is strong.

Samantha holds an unlit cigarette while a small vacuum cleaner sucks away the small holding-on baby.

    What’s a mother, anyway?
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